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The liveliness of spring season by itself is the reason to celebrate. In India too,
spring is marked with a whole lot of festivals. We have Holi, Baisakhi, Bihu,
Easter and many more.
It is indeed an auspicious time to begin our new Academic Year. A time of
new hopes, renewed dreams, new energy and fresh new vibes.
Welcome dear students to the new academic session. Anything well begun is
half done. So let’s begin this new academic session with perseverance and a positive attitude which will
definitely lead us to the path of success. Amen.

Navroz
Navroz is celebrated on 21st of March .It is the day of Vernal Equinox and marks the beginning of Spring in
the Northern Hemisphere. Navroz means 'New Day'. Navroz is celebrated worldwide by various ethnolinguistic groups in Western and Central Asia, the Black Sea Basin and the Balkans.
The Shahnameh which is a Persian epic credits the foundation of Navroz to the Iranian King Jamshid who
became very popular as he introduced the Persian Calendar by calculating the day on which the Sun enters
the Constellation of Aries marking the beginning of the New Year , it was also on this day that Jamshid was
crowned King of Persia. This festival is now known as Jamshid-e-Navroz which is a symbol of rejuvenation.
Navroz was added to UNESCO's List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity in 2009. To
commemorate the UN recognition, Iran unveiled a postage stamp of Navroz during the first International
Navroz Celebrations in Tehran on Saturday, 27th March 2010.
This festival is celebrated by Parsis in India who had migrated from Persia to India in 636AD.Cleaning the
house is a common practice before the arrival of Navroz. People decorate their homes with flowers like tulips
and hyacinths. The entrance of their homes are beautifully decorated with garlands of roses and jasmines.
Parsis also make visits to fire temples.
Another tradition is the display table comprising prayer books,
candles, a mirror, incense sticks, fruits, coins, sugar, flowers
and most importantly, a picture of Zoroaster. A lavish feast is
cooked on this day and Parsis enjoy their meals with their
families and close friends.

Jehaan Shenoy, Vaspan Jeejeebhoy, Ava Bulsara – XA

Simran Patadia – VIII C
Ananya Birader & Anoushka Birader– VIII

Vihaan Agrawal – VIII

Sports Fiesta
The Annual Sports Fiesta is eagerly looked forward to by the students. It builds comradery
and team spirit among the students. The Sports Fiesta was held from 6th March to 8th March
on the school ground.

My School Journey
For all students, a school is their second home. A place where they grow, learn and have
the best memories of their childhood. My case was not any different. With a keen heart,
excitement and little nervousness, I journeyed through ten years of school life since
kindergarten. My last year in grade 10th has begun and now all I have are the nostalgic
memories of the past years.
Vissanji Academy taught me the golden virtues of leading a good life whether it be walking alone or working
together. The little important details of punctuality, discipline and team work matter. The magnificent
hosting of the Annual Day and Sports Meets. The teachers made us capable and ready for tomorrow. I still
recollect singing the school song off-key as a child, watching educational videos, taking part in various skits,
becoming a part of the band team, learning a new sport and various such activities the school offered to us.
As I enter into my last academic year in this school, I realise how little time I have in this school to visit my
favourite canteen, to play in the auditorium, decorate the class one last time, for one last year.
Grade 10th is the most stressful part, apparently for no sooner did grade 9 end than the
students started having an influx of advices, warnings and scolding too. Before actually being
promoted, there was a fear of whether we would be able to cope with the vast syllabus.
However, all the students got a push start from the beginning which was helpful enough to get
us motivated for the very important stage that could determine our future. I have believed in
one saying, ‘Whatever will be, I shall give my best and leave the rest'.
Prachi Dodia - X A

PRETTY BUTTERFLY

High Up in the Sky

The butterfly is one part of nature,
It is my favourite creature.
Once I saw butterflies eleven,
When I saw them, I felt like in heaven.
They are colourful.
And they are beautiful.
They were in all colours red, green and brown.
Many hearts they have won.
They always flutter in the garden,
Over bushes with flowers laden.
They are God's creation.
And found normally in every nation.
Some are found everywhere,
And some rare.

I am a bird in the sky,
Where I fly, soaring high and high.
My life is great,
Because of my friends, family,
And my delicate wings.
I am very thankful to God,
For giving ME such a life,
In which I can fly high
Up in the sky.

Pashmira Kapadia - IVA

Kaelyn Noronha – 7C

My Fantastic Dream
It was a cold winter night,
chilly winds were blowing in,
I went to bed and that was when
the dream first came to me.

Suddenly I was sailing in some lake
In Sikkim; I had some fun;
The waters were clean and crystal clear
I could see right to the bottom.

First I was in Scotlandin the country of my dreams,
I was sightseeing from my caravan
In the cool European breeze.

I landed on the shore of the lake
And as far as I could see,
I was in the midst of dancing daffodils
My heart was filled with glee.

Then I was in IcelandBeneath a dancing green lit sky,
I was in the ocean at around midnight
Watching the whales go singing by.

Then I was in Cyprus
On the white sands facing a lagoon,
The water was transparent
One that I had never seen before.

Then I was in Russia
Visiting beautiful castles and churches,
I was travelling via Trans Siberian Express
I was sightseeing and doing purchases.

Then I was in Switzerland,
On the ridges full of brilliance
The birds sung songs, the apples grew,
And the violets were in abundance.

The scene then changed just like before,
I was next to the Niagara falls,
I was first in the air and then in a boat
It was grand and then there came a squall

But then alas! I woke up,
And from the window saw the moon
I had travelled all around the world,
Sleeping in my room.

That took me straight to Andaman,
I was trekking in the unexplored forests,
It was deep, it was dense, the fun was intense
It was fun to be very honest
Aadishree Kale - IX C

IT IS NOT ABOUT WHAT IT IS; IT IS ABOUT WHAT IT CAN BECOME.
Juniors Best out of Waste was held on 29th March 2019

Inter Class Sudoku Competition was held
on 29th March 2019

Children’s Museum

The journey of being a curator for the first exhibition of
India’s first Children's Museum started in August,2018.
It was an initiative by the CSMVS(Prince of Wales
Museum) of Mumbai. I was selected through an essay
competition for which the topic was ‘My little museum’. I
stood first all over Mumbai in the senior’s category. It
was really fun being a curator and a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. This experience opened new horizons and
we learnt a lot of things from the experts. First, we were given 300 objects from the
museum's collection and then we had to choose 5 important values
which we felt were needed in the world today and they are-friendship,
teamwork, bravery, peace and environmental consciousness. The new
children’s museum is a state of the art building with environmental
consciousness. The structure was built without disturbing the Flora of
the environment. The museum was privately inaugurated by Mr.Brian
T.Moynihan(CEO of Bank of America) on the 9th March,2019 and was
publicly inaugurated by Mr.Eknath Kshirsagar(Chairman of CSMVS)on
the 29th March, 2019. It is worth a visit.
Shreeya Purav – VIII A

Inter-House English Skit Competition was held on 4th March 2019

At the Beach
It was a pleasant Sunday evening. I was relaxing on my couch when suddenly an
idea popped into my mind to go to the beach. My parents too agreed. We quickly got
ready and left for the beach.
As I entered the beach, I got a glimpse of the shimmering blue sea, foaming white
waves and the golden glowing sand stretching endlessly. Walking ahead I could see the
dark outline of the boats at a far distance and the palm trees swaying to the tunes of the
wind. My brother and I build sand castles and played Frisbee on the shore. We went
picking up colourful shells with intricate designs embedded in the sand. From a distance
we could hear the crashing of the waves lashing against the rocks, screeching of the sea
gulls and persistent calls from hawkers selling their wares. The gentle breeze caressed
my cheeks. Our stomachs were grumbling so we ate our snacks.
The highlight of the evening was the crimson hue of the sun setting in the glistening water.
We were tired and now it was time to go home with wonderful memories. I would be yearning to
visit the beach again.
Rhea Maniar (5- A)

The Future of Solar Energy
The sun is the largest energy source in the solar system. Humans have been tinkering with solar energy since
the dawn of time. Ancient civilizations learned how to use building techniques to store the sun’s energy during the day
to keep their homes warm at night. They even used glass and mirrors to light fires. It wasn’t until the 1950s when
technology was developed to convert the sun’s energy into electricity using photovoltaic cells, or what we call today,
solar panels. But where can the technology go from here? What’s in store for the future of solar energy?
Perovskite solar cells
A technology to possibly initiate a massive paradigm shift in energy production could be sprayon panels. Spray-on panels are based on an organometal called perovskite, which is mainly made
of calcium titanate. The substance can also harness energy, similarly like silicon in regular panels.
However, at a much more affordable price.
Bio-solar cells
Researchers have experimented with biological material in solar cells for a while now. Bacteria (specifically
cyanobacteria) can eventually make it easier to power wireless devices. The efficiency of these bio-solar cells is
nowhere close to conventional PV cells, but there is hope the technology will gradually catch up.
Better Conversion to Electricity
A recent study confirms that using biomass as fuel could eventually allow us to create artificial photosynthesis
machines. These could convert sunlight into energy and store in a more natural way for later use.
Floating Panels
Some countries lack the space for solar farms. An elegant solution to this problem is floating solar farms.
Wireless Power from Space
Scientists believes getting closer to the sun is the best way to drive efficiency and collect more power. The power
collected will be wirelessly transmitted back to base station via microwaves.
Better Efficiency
Most of these solar panels are stationary, which means they miss out on direct sunlight. A majority of the sunlight that
hits the panels is wasted. Better design, better chemistry and the use of sunlight-absorbing nanoparticles could drive
efficiency. Some researchers believe they have found a way to capture the infrared spectrum of light for use in solar
panels. Right now, infrared rays pass right through the panels and are wasted. But if this spectrum of invisible light can
be captured, it could boost energy efficiency by 30 percent.
Solar energy is clearly the future. Till date, humanity has only scratched the surface
of the sun’s true potential. The sun deploys more energy to the planet’s surface
than what’s used every year remained the same. Researchers across the globe are
working tirelessly to improve the way sunrays are collected and converted into
energy. Better and more efficient devices. While the costs have reduced drastically
over the years, the technology has will be powered by the sun and have the ability
to store this energy for longer periods. The coming energy boom is set to change
lives forever.
Solar Mobil - India’s First Solar Car

SCHOLARS’ TROPHY
The students were felicitated with Scholars’ Trophies for 100% attendance, general proficiency, excelling in
academics/ sports and cultural activities, creativity, helpfulness, punctuality, leadership skills, IT skills, good
handwriting, etc. on 10th April 2019

Secondary Section

Primary Section

Waves Student Editorial Team
Waves is a launch pad for the children’s
creative urges to blossom. As the saying goes,
“Mind, like parachute works best when
opened”
The reflection of our student’s creativity is
the epitome of The Waves.
(Left to right) Ms. Sia Lad (9B), Ms. Shreya Basu(9C),
Ms. Daivi Shah (10A), Ms. Tapasya Narvekar(9C)

13th June ‘19 – Middle School Science Quiz Competition
21st June ‘19 – International Yoga Day Celebration
26th June ‘19 – Juniors Inter House Mono Acting Competition
27th June ‘19 – Seniors Inter House Debate competition
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